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Abstract 
The D2D communication is expected to improve devices’ energy-efficiency, which has become a 
major requirement of the future wireless network. Before the D2D communication can be performed, the 
device discovery between devices must be done. The previous works usually only assumed one mode of 
device discovery, i.e. either use network-assisted (with network supervision) or independent (without 
network supervision) device. Therefore, we propose a selective device discovery for device-to-device 
(D2D) communication that can utilize both device discovery modes and maintain devices’ energy-
efficiency. Different from previous works, our proposed method selects the best device discovery mode to 
get the best energy-efficiency. Moreover, to further improve the energy-efficiency, our proposed method 
also deployed in D2D cluster with multiple cluster heads. The proposed method selects the most suitable 
mode using thresholds (cluster energy consumption and new device acceptance) and cluster energy 
expectation. Our experiment result indicates that the proposed method provides lowest energy 
consumption per new accepted device while compared with schemes with full network-assisted and 
independent device discovery in low numbers of new device arrival (for the number of new devices  
arrival=1~3). 
  
Keywords: device-to-device communication, next generation wireless network, green communication, 
device discovery 
  
Copyright © 2017 Universitas Ahmad Dahlan. All rights reserved. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Due to the explosion of the mobile service and user demand [1], the mobile network is 
expected to be highly congested in the near future [2]. To cope with this problem, device-to-
device (D2D) communication offers direct communication between devices in proximity, 
allowing the user plane traffic to be exchanged, without burdening the network [3]. Furthermore, 
the D2D communication, together with Internet of Things (IoT) and small cell access is also 
proposed as an upcoming architectural revolution in 5G communication [3]. Therefore, D2D 
communication will play a major role in the next generation wireless network. 
As one of promising future wireless network technologies, D2D communication is 
expected to take resource efficiency into consideration. Two resource constraints that can be 
pointed out are the spectral resource (which already developed in cellular communication using 
methods such as Mean Greedy algorithm [4], Promethee method [5], fractional power control 
considerations [6], or adaptive resource allocation [7], increase the efectiveness of antenna 
radiation [8, 9], and the energy resource in devices’ battery.  
In this paper, we will focus on the D2D capability to enhance energy efficiency. One 
popular approach to reducing the energy consumption in the D2D communication is by forming 
clusters of the devices in the cell [8-10]. In each cluster, the cluster head (CH) receives the data 
content from the base station (BS) and re-transfer it to its cluster member (CM) [8, 9]. By 
utilizing this method, the number of long-range communication links which consumes more 
energy can be decreased [10, 11].  
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Device discovery, which is devices recognition process in the proximity, is an important 
factor in D2D communication. To satisfy the Proximity Service requirements [12, 13], both 
device discovery and communication process are the main enablers in D2D features [12]. 
Moreover, before any services are given, information requested or data exchanged, the devices 
must know its proximity devices [14]. Therefore, device discovery is recognized as the initial 
process in the D2D communication, that is, the first important step before any form of D2D 
communication can be formed [15, 16]. Moreover, device discovery can also be used for other 
promising D2D features, such as measurement of channel state information (CSI) and cross-
channel state information (C-CSI) [17]. Due to its important role in the whole D2D scenario, 
device discovery is expected to be energy-efficient [14, 18, 19].  
 Because of its data-distributing nature, the CH may suffer higher energy consumption 
compared to the CMs [20]. Thus, to tackle unfairness in CH energy consumption, a multi-CH 
method, i.e. cluster head rotation method, is proposed by the authors to improve the fairness in 
energy consumption [20]. To utilize the cluster head rotation method in device discovery, device 
discovery schemes for the cluster head rotation method is proposed in [19]. There are two 
schemes that presented: the first scheme is eNB-assisted device discovery, and the second 
scheme is the independent device discovery [19]. The first method exploits BS assistance to 
detect new devices while the other avoid the BS supervision by independently recognizing the 
new device [19]. 
Due to the usage of different modes of D2D communication, selection method to select 
different D2D modes are needed to adapt to different conditions. There are several works that 
presented various selective modes for D2D. In [21], the proposed selection of different D2D 
resource allocation mode is presented. In [22], Floating Band D2D is proposed to select 
between in-band and out-band D2D communication. In [22], an adaptive mode for D2D in bursty 
traffic condition is proposed. The adaptive mode assigns best D2D mode based on traffic load 
and channel occupation time [22]. In [23], a distance-based method to select between the 
cellular mode and the direct D2D mode is proposed.  
However, as the best of our knowledge, the selection procedure for device discovery 
that considers energy consumption is still underdeveloped. Nevertheless, D2D communication 
will better meet users’ demand if it can be deployed with or without network support. There is a 
need to develop a selection mechanism to select best modes that can satisfy energy-efficiency, 
as mentioned in the vision of ultra-dense next generation wireless network [24]. Previous works 
usually more focused on either network-assisted [15,25] or independent device  
discovery [14, 26, 27].  
The contributions of our work can be presented as follows. First, we propose a selective 
green device discovery method, which is a threshold-aware approach to select the best device 
discovery mode based on cluster’s previous energy consumption. Based on several parameters 
and condition, during the time period, the method may change its nature from eNB-assisted to 
independent and vice versa. Therefore, the proposed adaptive approaches are expected to take 
both the advantages of the network-assisted and independent device discovery. Second, the 
proposed method is implemented in a multi-CH scenario using the cluster head rotation method. 
Third, we conducted simulations to examine the performance of the proposed method. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the system model that 
is being used. In Section III, different modes of device discovery in D2D are defined. In Section 
IV, the full scope of the proposed method is presented. The results are presented and 
discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is drawn in Section VI. 
 
 
2. System Model and Formulation 
 In this work, an LTE-A single cell area with an outdoor dense environment is assumed. 
A single BS is located at the center of the cell. The orthogonal frequency division multiple 
access (OFDMA) in the downlink (DL) is assumed for radio access [28]. All D2D devices are 
capable of communicating in both short range (SR) link for inter-device communication and long 
range (LR) link in the BS-device communication [28]. The devices which act as CHs is 
transferring the data content to its respective CM. The parameters and simulation assumptions 
of this work, which is inspired from [11, 20, 22] are presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters and Assumptions 
Parameter Value 
Cell diameter 500 m 
Maximum distance between D2D peers ( ) 0.05 km 
Number CH per cluster 5 
Initial number of devices per cluster      10 
Assumed discovery message size    50 Kb 
Threshold constant    1.2 
Threshold constant    0.2 
Number of new devices to join the cluster (    )      
New device   battery level    ,    (     )-        mAh 
Device battery threshold                      mAh 
Rx power on LR link        1.8 Joule/s [31] 
Tx power on SR link      1.425 Joule/s [31] 
Rx power on SR link       0.925 Joule/s [31] 
Pathloss (BS-device)  128.1 + 37.6     ( ,  -)  [25] 
Pathloss (device-device)  140 + 40     ( ,  -) [25] 
  
 
The D2D communication in this work is assumed as data content transfer through short-
link communication between CHs and CMs [11]. The devices are assumed to be spread 
randomly in the cell area with uniform distribution. All devices are assumed to have similar 
maximum battery capacity (2900 mAh) and sufficient battery level for performing D2D 
communication (at least 10% of battery capacity). Moreover, all devices are also capable of 
forming clusters and can act either CH or CM. 
Finally, the energy efficiency of the proposed method is measured as the average 
energy consumption for discovering a new device. Inspired from [18], we assume that energy 
efficiency is defined as the size of distributed data content per energy consumed. Therefore, the 
energy efficiency of a D2D session   of the cluster   can be expressed as 
 
           
         
∑        
 (1) 
 
with           is the device discovery energy consumption and        is the number of accepted 
new devices of d a D2D session   of the cluster  . 
 
 
3. Device Discovery Modes 
As described in [15] there are four basic steps in the discovery process. First, in 
“discovery request step”, the new device asks permission to announce its discovery signals [15]. 
Second, in “information step”, the network informs monitoring devices about the new device and 
assigned resource [15]. Third, the discovery signals are transmitted [15]. Finally, in “report 
match” step, monitoring devices report the network about the discovery of new device [15]. 
In this work, the network-assisted device discovery is assumed to provide full network 
assistance and supervision. As presented in Figure 2, the model steps in [15] (Proximity Service 
discovery of 3GPP [29]) are adapted for network-assisted device discovery to meet the multi-CH 
D2D clustering scenario our previous work [19]. The PC5 radio interface is employed for inter-
device communication [15, 29]. First, the new device sends its discovery request to the network 
via the PC3 radio interface. Second, the network informs devices in the cluster about the new 
devices and assigned spectral resource via the PC3 radio interface. Third, the new device 
transmits the discovery signals to existing cluster devices via the PC5 radio interface. Fourth, 
the cluster devices report the discovery match to the network via the PC3 radio interface. 
On the other hand, for the independent device discovery, CHs is tasked to take network 
roles in device discovery. As presented in Figure 3, the model steps in [17] (Proximity Service 
discovery of 3GPP [29]) are modified for independent device discovery to meet the multi-CH 
D2D clustering scenario in our previous work [19]. The PC5 radio interface is also utilized for 
inter-device communication [15, 29]. In step 1.a, the new device sends its discovery request to 
CH via the PC5 radio interface. The CH informs acceptance of the new device to the network 
via the PC3 radio interface in step 1.b. In step 2.a, the network informs resource allocation to 
CHs via the PC3 radio interface. The CH forwards information about the new device and 
assigned the spectral resource to CMs via the PC5 radio interface. In step 3, the new device 
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transmits the discovery signals to existing cluster devices via the PC5 radio interface. In step 4, 
the CMs report the discovery match to the CH via the PC5 radio interface. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Network-assisted discovery mode [21, 17, 33] 
 
 
The independent-device discovery allows the CH to take the responsibility in the 
process of device discovery [19]. However, in this work, due to its compliance to the inband 
D2D (LTE-A), it is assumed that the network still taking roles for resource assignment (which 
resulting in step 1.b and 2.a) [19]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Independent discovery mode [21, 17, 33] 
 
 
Therefore, we formulate device discovery energy consumption in this work as follows. 
On the one hand, inspired from [11,19,28,30], the cluster energy consumption for network-
assisted device discovery can be calculated as 
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where    is the new device that selected to join to the cluster in a particular round   of cluster 
head rotation,    is the discovery content,    indicates CH and CM, and    indicates BS. The 
first part indicates Step 2, the second part indicates Step 3, and the third part indicates Step 4 
from Figure 2. Additionally, inspired from [11,19,28,30], the energy consumption of the new 
device for network-assisted device discovery can be defined as 
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 ∑
         
   
  
/   (3) 
 
where the first part indicates Step 1, the second part indicates Step 2, and the third part 
indicates Step 3 from Figure 2. On the other hand, the cluster energy consumption for 
independent device discovery can be calculated as 
 
                                           (4) 
 
The CH energy consumption (denoted as              ), inspired from [11,19,28,30], can be 
calculated as  
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where    indicates all new devices,    indicates only selected new device,    indicates CM,    
indicates CH, and    indicates BS. The first part indicates Step 1.a, the second part indicates 
Step 1.b, the third part indicates Step 2.a, the fourth part indicates Step 2.b, and the fifth part 
indicates Step 4 from Figure 3. The CM energy consumption (denoted as              ), inspired 
from [11,19,28,30],  can be calculated as  
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where the first part indicates Step 2.b, the second part indicates Step 3, and the third part 
indicates Step 4 from Figure 3. Additionally, inspired from [11,19,28,30], the energy 
consumption of the new device for independent device discovery can be defined as 
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where the first part indicates Step 1.a, the second part indicates Step 2.b, and the third part 
indicates Step 3 from Figure 3. 
 
 
4. Proposed Method  
The proposed selective method is assumed to be deployed in massive device scenario 
with outdoor ultra-dense network (UDN) condition. In this condition, the device discovery will be 
frequently performed. Thus, the deployment of energy-efficient device discovery is crucial. The 
D2D devices also work alongside cellular (LTE-A) devices, although has their own dedicated 
spectral resource. Additionally, the devices are assumed to be static during the D2D 
communication. We assume a future UDN scenario, where each device can utilize cellular and 
D2D communication. However, in this work, we only focus on D2D communication deployment 
in each device. The data content, which is content that several users has interests in, triggers 
the initiation of D2D communication as shown in Figure 4. The data content is also assumed to 
be transferred via file transfer protocol (FTP). The data content can be defined as video data or 
other multimedia contents for multicast and broadcast multimedia service (MBMS) [18]. 
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Additionally, the devices can freely form a cluster to distribute data content. Moreover, 
the multi-CH D2D data transfer, i.e. cluster head rotation method, is utilized. The cluster head 
rotation, which is a further enhancement of the D2D clustering method, enables multiple CHs to 
distribute data content sequentially. The cluster head rotation also contains a selection 
mechanism to select content-distributing CHs. 
In Figure 4, based on [18], the D2D framework which implemented in this work is 
presented. First, D2D communication is assumed to be initiated by devices’ common interest of 
a data content [28,31]. Second, we assume to use both network-assisted and independent D2D 
that utilize licensed spectrum [18]. Third, we assume both a priori and a posteriori discovery. 
Accordingly, new devices can join the cluster after and before a particular data transfer in the 
round  . Because of the utilization of clustering (for cluster head rotation method), we assume 
both long and short range link in this work [18, 31]. Long range link is used to communicate 
between BS and CH. Short range link is used to communicate between CH and CMs.  
Moreover, dedicated resource and static devices (no mobility of devices) are assumed 
for D2D devices [18]. Furthermore, there is no link adaptation that utilized for D2D 
communication in this work [18]. Next, fixed transmit power is assumed in this work [18]. Finally, 
for data distribution in D2D communication, multi-CH method (cluster head rotation method [20]) 
is deployed [18]. In this work, this process (from the D2D initiation until the cluster head rotation) 
is regarded as one D2D session.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Implementation framework of D2D communication 
 
 
In this paper, our objective is to propose an energy-efficient selective method that can 
both utilize network-assisted and independent device discovery. The process is based on the 
adaptive method for bursty traffic in [22]. However, the method in [22] is aimed to adapting the 
D2D resource model according to delay traffic in bursty traffic model scenario. Departing  
from [22], our method considers D2D cluster energy-efficiency as a constraint to select the 
status of network support (independent or network-assisted) in device discovery. Therefore, we 
propose the addition of a selection function in the D2D implementation framework. 
In Figure 5, the proposed selection process for the device discovery mode is presented. 
The process can be further described as follows. First, the previous device discovery mode 
       is identified. Next, the threshold of energy consumption            is calculated and 
compared with previous energy consumption       . Moreover, the expected energy 
consumption  ,  - is calculated. The result is used to determine which device discovery mode 
that can produce least energy consumption. Finally, the device discovery mode for the next 
session      is determined.  
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Figure 5. Selection process of device discovery mode 
 
 
As presented in the Figure 5, thresholds of cluster energy consumption and rejected 
devices are utilized. The energy consumption threshold can be expressed as 
 
                      (8) 
 
where        is energy consumption in cluster   at time     and    is threshold variable for 
energy consumption. Moreover, the threshold of rejected devices can be defined as 
 
                    (9) 
 
where      is new devices that coming to join the cluster   at the present time   and    is 
threshold variable for the rejected devices.Furthermore, the selection of mode with minimum 
expected energy consumption, which is based on minimum delay selection in [22], can be 
expressed as  
 
            * ,  -+    *                            + (10) 
 
where  ,  - and   indicates the expectation of cluster energy consumption and the selection 
prior to the expectation of cluster energy consumption. 
The proposed method is expected to handle the dynamic of cluster device energy 
consumption and the possibility of battery drain in massive devices scenario. The expected 
cluster energy consumption  ,  - is intended to ensure the cluster achieves most efficient 
energy consumption from both device discovery modes. As presented in Figure 2, the device 
discovery and data transfer procedure are deployed. In the simulation, we assume that there is 
no condition change for following device discovery and data transfer procedure. 
 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
In Figure 6, the device discovery energy consumption of the cluster per accepted new 
device is presented. In the figure, we can examine the energy consumed for accepting a new 
device to join the cluster. For all scenarios, multi-CH clustering with the number of CHs = 5 is 
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deployed. The number of initial device in the cluster is 10. According to our result, the cluster 
spends 0.0215 J in average to accept a new device for the proposed method. For the fully 
independent discovery, the cluster spends 0.0230 J in average to accept a new device. The 
cluster spends 0.0217 J in average to accept a new device for the proposed method for the fully 
network-assisted discovery. Additionally, the result shows that the proposed selective method 
has the best performance (lowest device discovery energy consumption per new accepted 
device) for low number of new device arrival (for the number of new devices arrival = 1 ~ 3). For 
number of new devices arrival           , the energy consumption of the proposed method is 
lower than independent mode only.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Device discovery energy consumption per accepted new device 
 
 
In Figure 7, the ratio of selected by the selected device discovery mode is presented. In 
the figure, the portion of both network-assisted and independent mode is presented. According 
to our result, the independent mode is selected more compared to the network assisted mode. 
Using simulation parameters and assumptions as presented in Table 1, the independent mode 
was selected in 62% of data transmit session on average. On the other hand, the network-
assisted mode was selected in 38% of data transmit session on average.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Ratio of device discovery modes 
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In Figure 8, the ratio of new devices acceptance is presented. In the figure, the portion 
of accepted new devices is compared with rejected new devices. According to our result, 
average new device acceptance ratio is 89%. In the proposed method, new device acceptance 
is determined by battery level. Therefore, in this simulation, battery level of new device   battery 
level (denoted by   ) is a critical factor in device acceptance. Moreover, the result shows that 
there is no significant difference for every addition of device per cluster. We observe that this 
due to the fact that battery level    is used as the acceptance criteria.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. New devices acceptance 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, an energy-efficient selective method of device discovery for D2D 
communication is proposed. The proposed method is able to meet the research objective by 
providing a selection to utilize network-assisted and independent device discovery. A multi-CHs 
D2D method for content distribution, i.e. cluster head rotation method, is also implemented in 
this work. According to the simulation result, the proposed method proved to have decent 
energy efficiency compared with a scenario that only deploy network-assisted or independent 
device discovery. For accepting new device, compared to fully independent and fully network-
assisted discovery, the proposed method has lowest device discovery energy consumption 
(compared to fully independent and fully network-assisted discovery) in low numbers of new 
device arrival (for the number of new devices arrival = 1 ~ 3).  
For future works, a selection mechanism to select the degree of network support in 
network-assisted device discovery will enhance the selection process. Deployment of indoor 
scenario within a small coverage area, an effort to comply with ultra dense network 
consideration, will also be considered. The complexity reduction for selection method will also 
be considered. 
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